It is shown that the C*-algebras of Reeb foliations cannot be embedded into AF-algebras.
(1) 0-+C*(fJ*)^C*(G*')-C(S')-0.
Proof. The holonomy groups are trivial everywhere on X' except at p where Gpp~Z; and C*(Gpp) ~ C*(Z) ~ C(S'). The exact sequence (1) follows from [Wl, Proposition 1.2] . Q.E.D.
It is clear that C*(Gxx) ~ C(Sl) ®5? . The structure of extension (1) is given by the following lemma. Notice that C0(0,oo) xq Z ~ C(S') ® SZ and the C*-algebras are independent of a particular such a up to isomorphism. Lemma 2. There is a natural isomorphism <¿:C*(<^)^C0[0,oo)>«"Z, where a G Diff ([0,oo) ) is a (and any) dilation with 0 as the only fixed point.
Proof. Let a be the holonomy transformation on X. We define a map O :
On the other hand, for <D/,<Dg G Cc(Z, Cc[0, oo)), (<J>/*Og)"(x)= £4(x)gn_m(c/"(x)); Figure I ). Then
where a e Diff [0,oo) is a dilation with 0 as the unique fixed point.
Let Y be the transversal of iR,&~R) consisting of two leaves of iR,&~T) on both sides (Figure 1 ). Identify one of them with [0,cc) ; then the points of the other leaf have coordinates </>(/), t e [0, oo), where 4> is the unique holonomy map given by iR,¿FT) taking the first leaf onto the second.
Proof. Fix the holonomy map 4> as above. We may choose the holonomy map a on the two sides in such a way that a on one side is the conjugation of a on the other by (f>. Thus the two actions of Z and Z2 by a and 0 commute.
The holonomy groupoid Gyy = {iamcp'ix),a"<pJix))\m,neZ, i,j G Z2 , x G r} .
Let <D be the linear map from CciGyy) into Cf(Z,Cc
If f(x,a(x)) = 0 and f(<p(x),aH(x)) = 0 for all x and n , then / = 0. So 0 is injective.
For any f,ge CciGyy), we have
for m,n e Z, i,jeZ2
and x e [0,oo). A straightforward calculation yields
Therefore 0 is an homomorphism. One checks again that O is actually isometric with respect to the C*-norms after unwinding the definitions. We omit the routine arguments.
Q.E.D.
Let Z act on 3lf trivially and we get Theorem 5.
where a is given as in Lemma 4.
We denote a as the action (ax trivial) on [0,oo) x R/Z. The following lemma says that C*-algebras of foliations are invariant under not too destructive surgery of the foliated manifold.
Lemma 6. Let (M ,9r) be a foliation, with dimension of leaves p > 2. Suppose K is a closed submanifold of M such that La n (M\K) is still a p-dimensional submanifold of M\K for each leaf La of°(M,&).
Then C*(M\K,3r) C *(M,^).
Proof. There is a faithful transversal N of (M\K ,3r) , that is, a transversal meeting every leaf of (M\K ,3r), with its dimension equal to the codimension of (M\K,^).
Clearly TV is also a faithful transversal of (M,Sr) and [H-S] applies. Q.E.D.
An amazing consequence is Let A' be a compact metrizable space and T a homeomorphism of X. Using the techniques in [P-V] , Pimsner gave a criterion for embedding the crossed product C(X) xr Z into AF-algebras [P] , that is, it is embeddable if and only if every point of X is "pseudo-non-wandering".
Unfortunately, in our characterization of C* -algebras of Reeb foliations, the topological spaces X are not compact, so Pimsner's criterion does not apply. However, by the same technique, we can show our next result.
Theorem 10. C*-algebras of Reeb foliations can not be embedded into AFalgebras.
Proof. We need only to consider C*(R0,^R), which is a subalgebra of the others. By Theorem 3, it is enough to show that C0[0, co) x>T Z is not embeddable.
Let n be the regular representation of C0[0,oo) xrZ on Ht = I (Z) associated to the evaluation representation at: f -> f(t) of C0[0,oo) for each t e [0,oo). Then 0ierO ^ n, is a faithful representation of C0[0,oo) xr Z since ©,€r0 oo) ot is faithful for C0[0,oo). We have nt(f)en=f(Tnt)en, where en are the canonical basis of / (Z), the funtion / G CQ(X) and u is the generator of Z.
Define f e C0[0,oo) by letting / = 2 on [0,1], /(«) = 1/2""1 for n = 2,3,4, ... , and interpolating linearly the value of fit) for nonintegers t > 1 . We claim that for every t e [0, oo), the operator / -ntifu) is injective on the Hubert space Ht. Suppose v = 2~Z!°oo anen , and that (1 -ntifu))v -0. Then an+x = aHf(T*+lt), and for all n large enough fiTn+xt) = 2, thus v <¿ /2(Z). Thus the operator S = ®,6[0,<*,)(l -n,(fu)) is injective on ®,6[0 oo) //,. Notice the transpose iI-ntif-u))*en=en-fiTnt)en_x, and we can choose vt = ¿Zanen e ^t sucn tnat ao = ' > while #" = f(Tnt)~~ • an_x for n ^ 0. Therefore vt e ker(/ -nt(f • u))*, for t e (0,oo). Thus S is not surjective. It is easy to see that the polar decomposition of S yields a nonunitary isometry in ©/e[0 ^ 7r;(C0[0,oo) x Z). By P. Halmos' theorem (cf. [P, Theorem 9] ), the crossed product C0[0, oo) xa Z is not quasidiagonal and therefore not embeddable into AF-algebras, because the latter are always quasidiagonal. Q.E.D.
Assume that Z acts on itself by translation. Then C0(Z) x Z ~ 3Í is of course an AF-algebra. By [P] if X is the one point compactification of Z, then CiX) x Z is embeddable. Here we saw that if X is only one-side-compactified, C0iX) x Z is not embeddable.
Added in proof. For more information about embedding C* -algebra extensions into AF-algebras, the reader is referred to J. S. Spielberg's paper [S] .
